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Pick 2 & Prepare an outline/bulleted list 
with your table partner 

 Describe the impact of at least two technological 
advancements that you have learned about and how they 
changed the world. 

 

 Describe the impact of trade routes on ONE of the 
following regions:  Africa, Europe, Asia, or the Americas.  
You must include at least two ways that region was 
impacted and give detailed examples. 

 

 Explain why places that are considerable distances apart 
can have societies with similar cultures.  Give two reasons 
for these similarities and provide an example of each. 

 



Question #1 

What is a barter 
economy? 
 



Answer 

The exchange of 
goods and services 



Questions #2 

How did the 
Agricultural 
Revolution affect 
world population?  
 



Answer 

Population 
Increased 



Question #3 

What religions are 
monotheistic? 
 



Answer 

Christianity 

Judaism 

Islam 



Question #4 

What are the 
effects of the 
spread of religion? 
 



Answer 

Common cultural 
characteristics are 
shared between 
many civilizations 



Question #5 

What city do all 
three monotheistic 
faiths claim as their 
Holy City? 
 



Answer 

Jerusalem 



Question #6 

How are 
Christianity and 
Islam similar?  
 



Answer  

Belief in one god 

Jesus existed 

Divided into 
several branches 



Question #7 

What two divisions 
was Islam divided 
into after 
Muhammad’s death? 
 



Answer 

Sunni 

Shiite 



Question #8 

What makes an 
empire successful? 
 



Answer 

Strong Military 

Strong leadership 

Common ideology  

Organized central government 

Access to resources 

Wealth 

Advanced technology 

Education 

 



Question #9 

What are the causes of 
the fall of empires (Roman 
Empire and Han Dynasty)? 
 



Answer 

Weakened Military/ Outside 
invasions 

Political Corruption 

Economic Problems 

Social Problems 
 



Question #10 

After the fall of the 
western Roman 
Empire, Roman culture 
was preserved by the 
____________ empire.  
 



Answer 

Byzantine Empire 



Question #11 

What was one 
cultural effect from 
the Byzantine Empire 
on Russia? 
 



Answer 

Spread of the 
Orthodox Christian 
Church 



Question #12 

What are the 
effects of the 
increase in trade 
from 300-1500? 
 



Answer  

Technological 
developments start to 
spread 

Population increase 

Universal religions start to 
spread 



Question #13 

What is a negative 
effect of human 
interaction (trade)?  
 



Answer 

Disease 

Conflict 
 



Question #14 

How was society 
organized under the 
system of feudalism? 
What was the role of 
the peasants and serfs? 
 



Answer 

Land for loyalty and service 

 

Serfs were tied to the land, 
farmed, and paid a high 
amount of taxes  



Question #15 

During feudalism 
what 
people/organizations 
collected taxes? 
 



Answer 

Churches 

Monarchs 

Lords 



Question #16 

How was wealth 
measured during 
feudalism?  
 



Answer 

The amount of land 
a person possessed 



Question #17 

What was the role of 
the Roman Catholic 
Church during the 
Middle Ages? 
 



Answer 

The church was the center of 
society 

Collected taxes 

Large influence in all 
decisions 

Took care of the sick 



Question #18 

What were the 
Crusades? Why were 
people motivated to 
go on the Crusades? 
 



Answer 

A holy war between Christians and 
Muslims for the control of 
Jerusalem 

 

Restore the greatness/strength of 
the church and to take part in the 
Pope’s offer of a ticket to Heaven 



Question #19 

What are the long-
term effects of the 
Crusades? 
 



Answer 

Cultural exchange 
increased between the 
Middle East and Europe 



Question #20 

Describe life in 
Africa prior to 
European contact.  
 



Answer 

Strong independent 
kingdoms existed  

 

Developed government 
and trade systems 



Question #21 

What are the causes 
of the spread of Islam? 
What are the effects of 
the spread of Islam?  
 



Answer 

The teaching of 
Muhammad 

A shared culture 

Common language 



Question #22 

What religion do 
most of the people 
practice in Northern 
Africa?  
 



Answer 

Islam 



Question #23 

Historically, what has 
affected the culture of 
the Middle East? 
 



Answer 

Location 

Islam 

Foreign invaders 



Question #24 

Was the Islamic 
Empire politically 
unified? Was the 
Islamic Empire 
culturally creative?  
 



Answer 

Yes!! 



Question #25 

Describe life in the 
Americas prior to 
European contact. 
 



Answer 

Thriving civilizations 

Great economic 
centers 

Served many gods 
(polytheism) 



Question #26 

What was the 
Mongol Empire? Why 
was it significant?  
 



Answer 

A large empire that 
stretched from Eastern 
Europe to the Pacific Ocean  

Leader – Genghis Khan 

Unified Asia 



Question #27 

Spices, silk, and civil 
service exams first 
originated in which 
region of the world?  
 



Answer 

Asia 



Question #28 

What was the Silk 
Road? What two major 
regions of the world did 
the Silk Road connect?  
 



Answer 

An important trade 
route that stretched 
from Asia to Europe 



Question #29 

What was the Black 
Plague? What were 
the effects of the 
Black Plague? 
 



Answer 

An outbreak of the bubonic plague 
that killed millions of Europeans in 
the 1300’s 

Damaged local economies  

Towns destroyed  

Spread along the trade routes 

Believed to be a punishment from 
God 

 



Question #30 

Was Renaissance Italy 
politically unified? Was 
Renaissance Italy 
culturally creative?  
 



Answer 

Yes!! 



Questions #31 

Modern democracy 
can be traced to 
ancient ____________ 
and 
_________________. 
 



Answer 

Greece and Rome 



Question #32 

Name the European 
countries that 
colonized the 
Americas. 
 



Answer 

Portugal  

Spain  

England  

France 

Netherlands 



Question #33 

In response to 
absolute monarchies 
people desired 
___________________
____________.  
 



Answer 

Democracy 



Question #34 

What continents 
were most affected 
by the Atlantic Slave 
Trade? 
 



Answer 

Africa  

Europe 

North America 

South America 



Question #35 

What were the 
effects of the 
printing press? 
 



Answer 

Literacy rate 
increased 

Ideas spread 
 

 



Question #36 

Who was Martin Luther? What 
institution did he challenge? Why did he 
challenge it? What were the effects of 
his work? 

 



Answer 

A German Monk 

Challenged the Catholic 
Church 

Didn’t agree with practices 
like selling indulgences 

Protestant Reformation  
 



Question #37 

Why did the 
Catholic Church 
divide as a result of 
the Reformation? 
 



Answer 

The power of the Pope 
possessed 

Corrupt practices like selling 
indulgences 

Taxes collected by the 
church 



Question #38 

What was the 
Enlightenment? What 
were the main ideas of 
this time period? 
 



Answer 

A movement of science 
and reason 

Natural Rights, equality, 

Popular sovereignty, 
justice, & liberty 

 
 



Question #39 

Who was John Locke? 
What contribution did 
he make to the 
development of 
democracy? 
 



Answer 

An Enlightenment thinker  

Thought all people were born with 
natural rights 

Life, liberty, and the pursuit of 
property. 

Government should protect the rights of 
individuals 



Questions #40 

Who was Rousseau? What contribution 
did he make to the development of 
democracy? 

 



Answer 

Wrote The Social Contract 

Believed the government 
shouldn’t violate 
individuals’ rights by law. 
 



Question #41 

Who was Montesquieu? What 
contribution did he make to the 
development of democracy? 

 



Answer 

Wrote the Spirit of the Laws 

Believed government should 
have a separation of powers 

Government should have 
checks and balances 
 



Question #42 

Who was Voltaire? 
What contribution did 
he make to the 
development of 
democracy?  
 



Answer 

Enlightenment thinker  

 

Supported freedom of 
speech 

Political and religious 
freedom 



Question #43 

What was the Scientific 
Revolution? What were 
the major themes of this 
time period? 
 



Answer 

A new way of thinking about 
the universe  

Mathematical laws direct 
nature and the universe 

Challenged old beliefs about 
the universe 
 



Question #44 

What are the effects 
of European 
exploration?  
 



Answer 

European Dominance  

Spread of Disease 

Common cultural traits 
across the world 



Question #45 

What was the 
Colombian 
Exchange? What 
were the effects? 
 



Answer 

A global exchange of goods 
brought on by European 
exploration 

 

Population increases 

Economic growth 

European Dominance  
 



Question #46 

What is a long-term 
impact of the 
introduction of 
gunpowder to Europe? 
 



Answer 

European Domination 



Question #47 

What was the 
Ottoman Empire? 
What was significant 
about it location? 
 



Answer 

A powerful empire of Turkish 
speaking people that dominated 
the Middle East and parts of 
Eastern Europe.  

 

The empire controlled the land that 
connected the Europe and Asia 

 

 



Question #48 

What caused many 
cultural traits that 
developed in India prior to 
the 1700s? 



Answer 

Foreign Influence 



Question #49 

What were the effects of 
the large number of 
people that died due to 
disease in Latin America? 
 



Answer 

Decrease in Population 

Loss of labor force 

Restructuring of 
society 



Question #50 

What are the causes 
of political 
revolutions? 
 



Answer 

Unequal taxation  

Limited rights 

Spread of new ideas 

Lack of available 
resources 



Question #51 

What was the 
Industrial Revolution? 
What were the effects 
of the Industrial 
Revolution? 
 



Answer 

The age of industrialization (power-
driven machinery, factory organization, 
& increase in manufactured goods) 

Increase in colonization 

Economic growth 

Growth of cities/middle class 

Harsh working conditions 

 



Question #52 

What is capitalism? 
 



Answer 

Interaction between 
buyers and sellers 
determine how 
resources are used and 
distributed 



Question #53 

Who was Karl Marx? 
What did predict 
would happen to all 
capitalist societies?  
 



Answer 

German philosopher – created the ideas 
of communism 

 

Thought all capitalist societies would 
end with a revolution led by the worker 
(proletariat) 



Question #54 

What is 
communism?   
 



Answer 

A classless society 
where all means of 
production would be 
owned by the 
community 



Question #55 

What characteristics 
made early cities 
successful? 
 



Answer 

Located near water 

Access to trade routes 

Technological 
advances 



Question #56 

Historically, how 
have people gained 
power? 
 



Answer 

Owning land 

Military Conquest 

Revolutions 



Question #57 

Historically, what 
has affected the 
culture of the Middle 
East? 
 



Answer 

Islam  

Location  

foreign invaders 



Question #58 

What is a primary 
source? 
 



Answer 

a document or physical 
object which was written or 
created during the time 
under study 
 

Example- Diary of Anne Frank  



Question #59 

What are the effects 
of war and 
conquest?  
 



Answer 

Increase in population 

Decrease in food supply 

Powerful neighboring 
societies 

Lack of available resources 


